
AIA ORLANDO ARCHICAD BIM BUNDLE
SAVE 25% ON NEW LICENSE PURCHASES OF ARCHICAD OR ARCHICAD SOLO!*

*Offer valid only for AIA Orlando members who are new customers to GRAPHISOFT. Must purchase between September 1, 2018 &  October 31, 2018.  
Existing GRAPHISOFT customers may contact info@graphisoft.com to learn about how you can add new licenses of ARCHICAD to your firm.

GRAPHISOFT and the AIA Orlando are partnering to provide a 25% discount to AIA Orlando members 
looking to make the switch to ARCHICAD—and this offer comes bundled together with free training. 

New GRAPHISOFT customers can take this low-risk path to BIM by getting a new license of either ARCHICAD or SOLO at a 
25% discount.  Solo is great for small firms and sole practitioners; ARCHICAD is great for growing firms. 

In addition to this great discount, you’ll get access to 4 remote learning sessions. During these lessons, you’ll learn 
all the BIM basics as well as more advanced skills, like creating 3D details. You’ll even learn how to show off your work on 
a smart phone or tablet!

The AIA Orlando ARCHICAD BIM Bundle Offers:

 } New licenses of ARCHICAD or ARCHICAD Solo at a 25% savings when purchased between September 1, 2018  
and October 31, 2018.*

 } ARCHICAD Fundamentals and ARCHICAD Intermediate remote learning access from September 1, 2018 through 
December 31, 2018. These 2 courses can be taken live online or from our on-demand video library. A $700 value that’s 
FREE as part of this offer.

“I’ve used ARCHICAD for 18 years and rely on it’s powerful 3D capabilities every day. It gives the 

entire project team confidence that a project is well-coordinated and can be built as designed. 

Clients love the ability to see the project in three dimensions before being built.”   

- G Todd Yeomans, Yeomans Work Architecture, Sarasota, FL

Why make the switch? Because ARCHICAD gives you the ability to manage all phases of the design process at any scale within 
one solution, from initial concepts all the way through to rendering and construction documents. Make the choice to work 
more efficiently by using ARCHICAD’s cutting-edge design technology—now available to you at a significant discount!  

mailto:info%40graphisoft.com?subject=
http://blog.graphisoftus.com/testimonials/mark-davis-architect


AIA ORLANDO ARCHICAD BIM BUNDLE TRAINING INFO

blog.graphisoftus.com/2018-aia-orlando

About Your Instructor: Veleda Miller, GRAPHIOSFT BIM Consultant

For nearly two decades, Veleda Miller has been implementing and training ARCHICAD to architectural and construction 
companies.  She first began as an ARCHICAD user, and had the opportunity to implement automated material calculations 
for various companies using ARCHICAD. This allowed her reach out to other ARCHICAD users and provide training, technical 
support, template development, and project assistance.  Veleda has a diverse background, from working with log home 
companies, high-end residential homes, schools, and medical facilities. This experience has helped her define best 
practices and methodologies for integrating BIM into everyday workflows for the architecture and construction industry.

To Contact GRAPHISOFT about the AIA Orlando ARCHICAD BIM Bundle, please visit blog.graphisoftus.com/2018-aia-orlando

Whether you take this training live or conviently pre-recorded, you’ll learn everything you need to get started with your 
ARCHICAD BIM transition. And you’ll earn up to 13 AIA CEU!

ARCHICAD & BIM WORKFLOW FUNDAMENTALS REMOTE LEARING

This interactive, hands-on training course introduces basic Building Information Modeling (BIM) techniques and 
collaboration concepts. At the conclusion of the course, attendees will have a working understanding of BIM basics and 
the skills needed for adopting a streamlined BIM workflow. Topics include:

 } Launching the Program

 } Working with the 
Interface

 } Selection Techniques

 } Common Techniques

 } Building the Model

 } Working with Walls

 } ARCHICAD 3D

 } Window & Door Tools

 } Using Editing Tools

 } Favorites

 } Story Settings

 } Trace Reference

 } Foundation

 } Magic Wand

 } First Floor Slab

 } Placing Columns

 } Placing Beams

 } Placing Objects

 } Complex Profiles

 } Second Story

 } Roof

 } Section/Elevation 
Markers

 } Layers

 } Library Management

 } Keyboard Shortcuts

 } And More!

ARCHICAD INTERMEDIATE REMOTE LEARING

ARCHICAD Intermediate Training is for new users that have attended ARCHICAD Fundamentals training, or for current 
ARCHICAD users who are looking to enhance their skills. Topics covered during the training include:

 } Utilizing the Morph Tool

 } Using sections and 
elevations to see how a 
model is put together

 } Enhanced detailing

 } Understanding 
worksheets and best 
practices for adding 
notes and storing them 
as visual favorites

 } Improving workflow 
through customized 
settings and element 
attributes

 } Customizing and 
creating unique wall 
composites, fills, 
building materials, 
surfaces, and how to 
import/export these 
elements

 } Learn the importance 
of organization when 
documenting and 
designing your model 
with project map, 
view map, layout, and 
publisher

 } Creating layouts, title 
blocks, auto text, and 
updating layouts

 } The importance of 
template creation and 
how to create a new 
template
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